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History of Advertising on the Internet

 1994 – banner ad sold to AT&T, displayed on HotWired

 First sales – on a cost-per-impression basis (“CPM”)

 1998 – GoTo.com – pay-per-click pricing

 auction determines the highest bids 

 2000 – Google AdWords – ads on google.com, based on 
keywords – sold on a CPM basis.

 2002 – Google AdWords Select – cost per click basis, 
with adjustment for the click-through rate

 2003 – AdSense –contextually targeting – matching 
keywords to the meaning of the webpage

 2005 – Site Targeting – ads aimed at particular websites

 2007 – AdSense for Mobile – mobile phone ads

 2009 – Non-search display ads 



Economics of Advertising

 Advertising, in general, occurs in a two-sided market

 Two-sided markets arise when two different types of users may 

realize network benefits by interacting with one another through 

one or more platforms/mediators

 Examples: credit card networks, dating sites, and video games

 In online ad, the incentives of the publisher and advertiser are 

aligned with per-click (as opposed to per-impression) pricing

• Pays to place ad 
on website

Advertiser

• Provides free 
website content to 
consumers

Publisher
• Receives 

subsidized online 
content by viewing 
ads

Viewer



Economics of Advertising

 Cost-per impression

 Cost for advertiser based on the number of times

the ad is displayed on a webpage (and the number 

of times the page is displayed)

 Similar to offline advertising pricing, very little 

feedback from viewer

 May be good for branding but does not 

necessarily encourage immediate sales

 The publisher does not have an incentive to target

the placement of the ad where the most interested

consumers are likely to view it in the short run (but may in the long 

run to keep advertisers)



Economics of Advertising

 Cost-per click

 Cost for advertiser based on the 

number of times the ad is clicked

 Unlike offline advertising, this pricing

metric gives advertisers viewer feedback

 With CPC pricing, the publisher has an incentive 

to target the advertisement more closely to potential

consumers

 CPC helps align the incentives of 

the advertiser and publisher



Types of OnLine Adverising

 Format

Graphic Format – display ads with pictures (or 
streaming)

 Text ads – words rather than pictures

 Targeting of ads

 Non-search ads – available at a website, can be 
based on individual’s prior web visits

 Search ads – can be targeted based on individuals’ IP 
address and on keywords used to arrive at a search-
results page

 Basic of payment

 Search – based on CPC

 Display – based on CPM



Economics of Advertising

 For a given number of impressions, the advertiser can expect 
better sales with more targeted ad placement and will have a 
higher willingness to pay for targeted ads

 But is insured against unresponsive customers because 
indifferent between

 High click through rate: Highly targeted ads with a small number 
of exposures

 Low click through rate: Less well targeted ads with large number 
of exposures

 The publisher has an incentive to target ads

 The publisher faces an opportunity cost for every impression 
that is sold to an advertiser. For the low-click through rate 
scenario, the publisher would have preferred to:

 Sell  the impressions to a advertiser with a higher click 
through rate, or;

 Deliver the message to a more targeted group of 
consumers



Consumer Targeting

 Online advertisers have the ability to target their ads to consumers 

based on:

 Geographic location, inferred from IP address

(education and income)

 Search terms (for search ads)

 Information accumulated from cookies

 These give the advertiser information about the 

consumer’s hobbies, interests, and products the 

consumer may be interested in.

 Advertisers have the ability to pay based on 

responses by the visitor  (when paying by click 

rather than impression).



Choosing Media Outlets

 Advertisers have to chose how to allocate their advertising 

dollars between different mediums based on their objectives

 Magazines are good for brand building but not for short 

term coupons, Newspaper ads may be good for 

conveying technical information but TV would not.

 Advertisers may find it beneficial to broaden the scope of 

media outlets they chose.

 There can be decreasing returns to advertising on a 

single outlet when that outlet is saturated

 Using more than one medium can provide consumers 

with complementary messages that are suited to the 

medium



The Advertiser’s Investment Decision

 Expected Return on an additional dollar of advertising

is the product of three factors:

 Number of exposures per won (inverse  of the price of 

advertising – dollars per exposure)

 Number of incremental sales per exposure

 Profit, net of variable costs, per sale

 If expected return is greater than one dollar, advertising 

on that site is profitable.

 Key questions:

 How much to spend on which sites.

 The appropriate “media mix”



Market Definition of Online and Offline 

Advertising

 Critical Loss Question: Does online/offline advertising discipline the 

pricing of offline/online advertising? 

 Would offline advertisers shift a significant portion of their 

advertising expenditures in response to a price increase of 

online advertisements by a hypothetical monopolist such that the 

price increase is unprofitable?

 Would online advertisers shift a significant portion of their 

advertising expenditures in response to a price increase of 

offline advertisements by a hypothetical monopolist such that the 

price increase is unprofitable?



Does Online Constrain Offline 

Advertising?
 2008 U.S. Advertising Spend

 Some have argued that the shift from hardcopy newspaper advertising 

to online advertising indicates that the two are in the same market

 Newspaper Ads and Readership have been falling

 2007-2012: Forecast to experience a 35% reduction in share

 Readership down 13.5% from 2001 to 2008

 Consumers are moving from newspapers to online content. Given 

this shift, it is unclear whether any and how much the shift in 

advertising can be attributed to price competition

 This isn’t indicative of all offline advertising and there is no clear answer 

to whether online competitively constrains offline advertising

Media Outlet Percent of Total Spend

Print Advertising 37.2%

TV 30.3%

Online 10.6%



Does Offline Constrain Online 

Advertising?
 Offline advertising is diverse: direct mail, television ads, promotional 

swag, etc. 

 No reason that as a class, offline advertising will become 

unimportant in the foreseeable future as long as consumers 

have lives outside of online computing

 Online and offline will compete in the future

 Hardcopy newspaper readership shifting

to online news sources

 Newspaper advertising best suited to

deliver the same type of information 

as online advertising (closest 

substitute)

 Offline newspaper advertising decline 

in importance as a competitive 

constraint on online advertising



Competition between Online Search and 

Non-Search Advertising
 Goldfarb-Tucker (2007) – “online context-advertising 

competes in a broader advertising market that includes 

offline marketing communications channels”

 The FTC investigation of Google-DoubleClick

 “advertising space sold by search engines is not a 

substitute for space sold directly or indirectly by 

publishers or vice versa” – two separate markets



The FTC’s findings in Google-Double Click

 Claim – Search engine marketing is not for branding

 Non-search ads develop a brand name, search does 

not.

 But, according to a SEMPO marketing survey 63% of 

respondents stated that they used search to 

increase brand awareness

 An IAB/Nielsen study found that “sponsored text 

advertising in … search … works for … branding 

objectives.”



The FTC’s findings in Google-Double Click

 Claim – There are unique search engine characteristics

 FTC: “Search engines provide a unique opportunity 

for advertisers to reach potential customers”

 But, we cannot say whether search  or non-search is 

more targeted.

 Even if the characteristics of search of non-search are 

different, they may still compete with each other.



The FTC’s findings in Google-Double Click

 Claim – CPC and CPM ads are not in the same market

 But, advertisers can estimate the cost and 

effectiveness of contextual ads (CPC) and non-

contextual ads (CPM). 

 FTC agrees that both are in the same market when 

sold by a “mediator.”

 There is likely to be convergence over time.



Mobile Phone Advertising

 The Google acquisition of AdMob

 Key issues:  

 Are there substantial network effects?

 Is the market prone to tipping?

 Will a Google-AdMob network or an Apple network 

(or neither) be dominant?

 What is the efficient scale for an ad network?

 Are there significant barriers to entry?

 Are there measurable unilateral effects?



Conclusions

 Because offline advertising has faced substantial competition from 

online advertising, there may no longer be separate markets for 

offline advertising media such as newspapers and radio

 Offline advertising constrains to some extent the price of online 

advertising, depends on goals of advertisers and media outlet that 

offers the closest substitute

 The debate about whether search and non-search ads are likely in 

the same relevant market continues

 Competition for mobile phone ads is growing rapidly; antitrust issues 

are evolving.


